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3-D extended-MHD simulations of the magnetized ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability are presented for the
first time. Previous 2-D simulations claiming perturbation suppression by magnetic tension are shown to be
misleading, as they do not include the most unstable dimension. For perturbation modes along the applied
field direction, the magnetic field simultaneously reduces ablative stabilization and adds magnetic tension
stabilization; the stabilizing term is found to dominate for applied fields > 5T , with both effects increasing
in importance at short wavelengths. For modes perpendicular to the applied field, magnetic tension does
not directly stabilize the perturbation, but can result in moderately slower growth due to the perturbation
appearing 2-D (albeit in a different orientation to 2-D ICF simulations). In cases where thermal ablative
stabilization is dominant the applied field increases the peak bubble-spike height. Resistive diffusion is shown
to be important for short wavelengths and long timescales, reducing the effectiveness of tension stabilization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fields can be applied to inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF) implosions to reduce hot-spot energy
losses by magnetizing the electron population. This was
demonstrated for direct-drive implosions at the OMEGA
Laser Facility, where an 8T applied field increased the
yield and temperature of a spherical capsule by 30% and
15% respectively54. An externally-applied field has also
been predicted to bring current best-performing implo-
sions on The National Ignition Facility into the burn-
ing plasma regime69,70. MagLIF experiments on the Z-

FIG. 1: Density contours (6× 104kg/m3) at 1.6ns for
simulations with 25µm perturbation wavelengths. On
the left is without an applied field and on the right is

using a 50T magnetic field along x. The perturbation is
almost completely stabilized by magnetic tension in x
but remains unsuppressed in y. 2-D simulations ignore

the y direction.
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facility are designed specifically with the use of an exter-
nal magnetic field, allowing for slower and higher-adiabat
designs62; 2-D simulations predict yield amplifications by
magnetization of > 100 when sufficient laser preheat en-
ergy is used75. In parallel, a campaign using a scaled-
down version of MagLIF is underway on OMEGA48. It
is also thought that an applied magnetic field can as-
sist fast ignition designs, as the field allows for enhanced
coupling of charged particle beams to the hot-spot90

While the main focus of research to date has been on
the effect of magnetic fields on the bulk hot-spot perfor-
mance, it is important to also consider how magnetizing
the plasma can change deceleration-phase perturbation
growth. 2-D simulations have predicted the reduction of
Rayleigh-Taylor due to magnetic tension68,69,79. As mag-
netic tension preferentially stabilizes short wavelength
perturbations53 it has been suggested that mix could be
reduced by the application of a magnetic field79. Other
simulations have demonstrated that an applied field re-
duces ablation of perturbations and can therefore also
decrease stability85.

This paper presents the first 3-D magnetized abla-
tive Rayleigh-Taylor (magARTI) instability simulations,
demonstrating that a 2-D approach always ignores the
least stable dimension. Magnetic tension cannot com-
pletely stabilize the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, as the
field only suppresses modes where k · B 6= 0. Instead,
a large magnetic field is found to, at best, only mod-
erately reduce perturbation growth (≈ 1/3 when ther-
mal conduction is less important) and, at worst, signif-
icantly enhance short wavelength perturbation growth.
This result, among others, has significant implications
for the design of magnetized ICF implosions, where
2-D simulations are routinely employed (e.g OMEGA
spherical implosions60, OMEGA cylindrical59,88, NIF
spherical69,70, MagLIF cylindrical75–78 and fast ignition
spherical64).

The 3-D nature of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with
an embedded magnetic field has been studied previously
in astrophysical plasmas80; similar to the enclosed work,
the magnetic field is found to stabilize the instability only
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along field lines, resulting in a striated unstable interface.
The distinction of the work presented here is the applica-
bility to ICF implosions, where ablation of dense material
is key to tamping the instability growth.

The classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability, where a
low density fluid is accelerated into a higher den-
sity fluid, is maximally unstable at short perturbation
wavelengths91,92. However, energy transport from the
light to the dense fluid can induce mass ablation, which
stabilizes the Rayleigh-Taylor growth73, particularly for
short perturbation wavelengths; this is then called the
ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability (ARTI), where the
highest modes are classically unstable but also the most
stabilized by ablation. In an ICF hot-spot this abla-
tion manifests primarily through electron thermal con-
duction from the hot-spot core to the dense assembled
fuel, although radiation transport and α-heating also
contribute81. In the linear regime, a perturbation is sta-
ble if the ablation velocity Vabl >

√
gλ/2πR, although

this simple relation ignores the impact of geometry and
finite density scale length effects49. When the ablation is
dominated by thermal conduction, Vabl is proportional to
the thermal conductivity49. This can be shown simply by
quantifying the volume of cold plasma heated up to the
core hot-spot temperature every second (∆TneVablδS)
by a heat-flow through a surface (δSκ∇Te). This yields:

Vabl ∼
κcT 5/2

Rρ
(1)

where κc is the non-dimensional thermal conductivity
that is independent of temperature and density and R is
the hot-spot radius. Overall this shows that the ablative
stabilization is strongest for high temperature plasmas
and perturbations with short wavelengths67.

Magnetized heat-flow in an MHD plasma follows50,72:

q = −κ‖
(
b̂ · ∇Te

)
b̂−κ⊥b̂×

(
∇Te × b̂

)
−κ∧b̂×∇Te (2)

where b̂ is the magnetic field unit vector. The first
term (κ‖) represents unrestricted heat-flow along mag-
netic field lines. The second term (κ⊥) is heat-flow per-
pendicular to the field and is suppressed by magnetiza-
tion. The Hall Parameter (ωeτe) is a metric for the degree
of magnetization, a product of the electron gyrofrequency
(ωe) and electron-ion collision time (τe). If a magnetic
field is applied along the ARTI spike propagation axis
then the thermal conductivity in equation 1 is κc‖ and is

unaltered by the electron magnetization. If, however, the
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the spike prop-
agation axis, then the thermal conductivity in equation 1
is κc⊥ and the ablation velocity is suppressed by electron
magnetization, decreasing the ablative stabilization.

The final term (κ∧) in equation 2 is Righi-Leduc heat-
flow, which acts perpendicular to both the magnetic field
and the temperature gradient. This term is largest for
moderate magnetizations ωeτe ≈ 1. The effect of this

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2: Bubble-spike height measured by the 1keV
electron temperature contour as a function of time for a

range of applied field strengths. The perturbation
wavelength here is λ = 50µm. a: bubble-spike height
along the direction of the applied field (x). Magnetic
tension stabilizes the perturbation in this orientation.

b: bubble-spike height perpendicular to the applied field
(y). Magnetization of the electrons results in reduced

ablative stabilization at higher field strengths.

component is less clear than the parallel or perpendicu-
lar components, and does not affect the overall ablation
velocity. Instead the Righi-Leduc term is found to break
the ablation velocity symmetry, resulting in spikes not
propagating directly along the acceleration axis.

A magnetic field embedded in the plasma can also in-
troduce a dynamically important Lorentz force (j × B
where j is the current density). Typically the impor-
tance of the Lorentz force is characterized by the plasma
β, which is the ratio of the thermal plasma pressure to
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the magnetic pressure. However, this can be misleading,
as it assumes that the thermal pressure and the mag-
netic potential vary over the same scale length85. The
Lorentz force can be split into two components: a mag-
netic pressure (∇B ·B/2µ0) and a magnetic tension (B ·
∇B/µ0). This latter term acts to straighten the magnetic
field lines and is strongest over short wavelengths53,79.
While high magnetic pressures in the hot-spot can re-
duce compression63,88, the magnetic tension is typically
greatest around perturbations and can reduce vorticity85.

The stabilizing effect of the magnetic tension can be
shown through simple energetic arguments. In the un-
magnetized RT-instability, the growth of a dense spike
to height h results in the transfer of gravitational poten-
tial energy (ρh − ρl)gh into kinetic energy, where ρh and
ρl are the densities of the heavy and light fluids respec-
tively. In a magnetized RT-instability, the work done
on the magnetic field scales as h|B|2/µ0λ. Therefore, a
magnetic field will suppress growth of perturbations with
wavelengths:

λsuppressed <
|B|2

µ0(ρh − ρl)g
(3)

This can be shown more thoroughly in the linear
regime53, although the scaling here suggests applicability
in the non-linear regime as well. Suppression of insta-
bilities along magnetic field lines has been demonstrated
experimentally using gas-puff Z-pinches58,66,68. However,
the magnetic tension only stabilizes modes parallel with
applied field direction, as perpendicular modes do not
bend the field lines.

The work presented here focuses on non-linear pertur-
bations propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field
orientation, which is applicable to the capsule waist of
spherical implosions and everywhere for cylindrical de-
signs with an axial magnetic field. The axis of spike
growth is designated z, while the magnetic field is ori-
ented in x. In this orientation magnetic tension acts
against spike growth and also suppresses thermal con-
duction into the spike. While the thermal conduction is
anisotropic (i.e. there is unrestricted heat-flow in x but
not in y), this particular effect is not found to induce
anisotropic perturbation growth. The magnetic tension,
on the other hand, is found to suppress perturbations
with short wavelengths in x but not in y.

Another orientation relevant to the poles of magne-
tized spherical implosions is a magnetic field parallel to
spike growth; previous simulations have shown that an
increased hot-spot temperature can result in enhanced
heat-flow at the spherical poles, resulting in lower pertur-
bation growth85. However, in this configuration the field
tension does not significantly modify Rayleigh-Taylor, as
the spike does not perturb the background field. For
this reason, the work in this paper focuses on the case
where the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to spike
growth.

The work here also focuses on perturbation growth
during the stagnation-phase; applied fields are also ex-

pected to modify direct-drive perturbation growth during
the drive-phase through magnetization of the laser con-
duction zone87. In indirect-drive, where radiation trans-
port dominates over thermal conduction, an applied mag-
netic field does not modify the ablation process.

The 3-D extended-MHD code Gorgon55,56,86 is used
for this study. The simulations include magnetic trans-
port by bulk advection, Nernst, cross-gradient-Nernst
and resistive diffusion84. Magnetic fields generated by
the Biermann Battery mechanism and from ionization
gradients71 are included; Gorgon has been used ex-
tensively to study self-generated magnetic fields in the
deceleration phase of ICF implosions83,86. The Bier-
mann Battery term in Gorgon has been benchmarked
against magnetic fields observed in laser-foil interac-
tion experiments51,52. Improvements to the Epperlein
& Haines61 transport coefficients are used72, which have
been shown to reduce the effect of magnetic field twist-
ing in scenarios relevant to this paper89. The mag-
netic transport in Gorgon has been successfully com-
pared with cylindrical implosions probed by high en-
ergy protons65, with particular sensitivity to bulk plasma
advection and the Nernst term88. Thermal transport
is treated anisotropically using a centered-symmetric
scheme74, which has been modified to include Righi-
Leduc heat-flow; this scheme reduces erroneous diffusion
of heat across the magnetic field lines74,82. The Lorentz
force is included, as well as Ohmic dissipation of magnetic
energy.

The 3-D magARTI test problem uses the constant ac-
celeration g = 1015m/s2 of a planar low density deu-
terium plasma (initial density ρ0 = 103kg/m3) into a
dense deuterium plasma (ρ0 = 104kg/m3)). At t = 0 a
d = 200µm transition layer between the two densities is
used such that the density follows an exponential decay.
The temperature of the low density plasma is initialized
at T0 = 200eV , with the high density plasma tempera-
ture set isobarically. Periodic boundary conditions are
employed on these Cartesian simulations. The density
gradient is set along +z, while the acceleration is directed
in −z.

This setup inputs (g, ρ0, ∆ρ0, T0, d) were tuned
to recreate key parameters of a decelerating hot-spot.
By t = 1.6ns the peak density and temperatures are
105kg/m3 and 4100eV , with ≈ 100µm distance between
the two peaks. At t = 1.9ns the peak density and tem-
perature increase to 1.4× 105kg/m3 and 5700eV .

A perturbation is applied by offsetting the transition
layer between the dense and light plasma regions. For
the single-mode perturbations this is an amplitude of
5µm, while the multi-mode calculations use 500 ran-
domly placed perturbations with random wavelengths
and random amplitudes with a maximum of ε each, where
ε is varied between 0.2µm and 1.0µm to assess the depen-
dence of the observed phenomena to perturbation size.

The magnetic field is applied along x using a strength
proportional to the plasma density. This is in accordance
with how the magnetic field would be compressed in pla-
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3: Single-mode bubble-spike height measured by
the 1keV electron temperature contour for a range of

perturbation wavelengths and applied fields. a:
bubble-spike height along the direction of the applied

field (x). A 30T case where the magnetic resistivity has
been artificially reduced by a factor of 10 is included to
demonstrate the importance of this process in systems

with large magnetic tension. b: bubble-spike height
perpendicular to the applied field (y). Ablative
stabilization has increased importance at short

wavelengths.

nar or cylindrical geometry if the field is frozen into the
plasma. The quoted applied magnetic field B0 is the
field strength that began in unheated ice |B| = B0ρ/ρice,
where ρice = 250kg/m3. For example, B0 = 5T actually
corresponds to an initialized field of 20T in the low den-
sity plasma and 200T in the high density plasma. For a
spherical implosion the initial field will scale more weakly
with density (|B| = B0(ρ/ρice)

2/3), although the results

are found to be qualitatively similar.
Section II first demonstrates the 3-D nature of the

magnetized-ablative-Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The
height of the spike along the magnetic field (hx) is shown
to be much lower than the height perpendicular to the
magnetic field (hy) when the magnetic tension is signif-
icant. Both temporal and wavelength dependence are
explored in detail, showing the greatest perturbation
anisotropy (hy/hx) for short wavelength perturbations.
Resistive diffusion is also shown to play an important
role in spike height along the field lines (hx). Section III
then demonstrates striated growth with multi-mode per-
turbations applied. An applied magnetic field is shown
to reduce peak spike-bubble heights (i.e. both hx and hy)
for smaller initialized perturbations, analogous to moder-
ate reductions in RTI growth rates in 2-D systems relative
to 3-D.

II. SINGLE-MODE

Single-mode perturbations are applied using a 5µm
amplitude cosine function, resulting in a spike down the
simulation axis. Figure 1 shows ρ = 6×104kg/m3 density
contours for B0 = 0T and B0 = 50T at 1.6ns for a pertur-
bation wavelength of 25µm. In the magnetized case some
magnetic field streamlines have been plotted to demon-
strate the magnetic field bending. For 50T the spike is
almost completely suppressed when looking along the x
direction, which is consistent with previous 2-D claims
of Rayleigh-Taylor suppression69,79. The magnetic field
at this time is over 104T in strength, with an estimated
minimum unstable perturbation wavelength (from equa-
tion 3) of 80µm, which is much greater than the actual
wavelength of 25µm. Note that the plasma β at this
time is everywhere over 10, which would suggest that the
Lorentz force is only of secondary importance; this high-
lights that the plasma β is misleading when dealing with
magnetic tension effects.

While the perturbation is almost completely sup-
pressed along the magnetic field direction, the total
bubble-spike height remains similar to the unmagnetized
case. In the y direction the spike is able to push between
magnetic field lines. In other words, large amplitudes in
y do not result in the bending of magnetic field lines, and
there is no tension force to suppress growth.

Figure 2 shows the temporal dependence of the spike-
bubble height in x and y for a perturbation of wavelength
λ = 50µm. The height is measured using the 1keV elec-
tron temperature contour. In the y direction (figure 2b)
the spike is affected by classical growth and ablative sta-
bilization only. At later times the thermal ablative stabi-
lization becomes more dominant, as the plasma tempera-
ture increases. The applied field suppresses the heat-flow
that drives ablation, resulting in a spike-bubble depth
that for the 50T case is 60% larger than the unmagne-
tized spike at 2.1ns. At this time the Hall Parameter
near the spike tip is approximately 4, which suppressed
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the heat-flow by more than 95% (κ⊥/κ‖ < 0.05).

In the x direction (figure 2a) the spike is also affected
by magnetic tension. The applied field both acts to de-
crease the thermal ablative stabilization and increase the
magnetic tension stabilization. For the 5T case these
contributions roughly cancel, giving a spike height that
is similar to the unmagnetized simulation at all times.
For 50T there is significant stabilization even at early
times, resulting in anisotropic perturbation growth; the
ratio of the height in y to the height in x is hy/hx > 15
by 2.1ns.

For the first time, resistive diffusion of the magnetic
field is found to play an important role in mitigating the
effectiveness of magnetic stabilization. Figure 2a includes
a plot of the 30T spike-bubble height when the magnetic
diffusivity has been artificially reduced by a factor of 10
in the simulations. The diffusion allows for the pertur-
bations to push through the field lines, and increases in
importance with time. With resistive diffusion reduced,
the peak spike height along the field lines is smaller and
occurs approximately 0.15ns earlier in time, with the per-
turbation suppressed thereafter.

To understand how magnetic tension and magnetized
ablative stabilization vary for different length-scale per-
turbations, 3-D single-mode simulations have been com-
pleted over the range λ = 25µm, 100µm. The resultant
bubble-spike heights along x and y are plotted in figure 3
at 1.9ns. Both magnetic tension and ablative stabiliza-
tion become most important at shorter wavelengths. In
y the magnetic tension does not affect the perturbation
growth; therefore, the applied field increases the bubble-
spike height. In x the effect of magnetic tension domi-
nates over the reduced ablative stabilization for all wave-
lengths with 30T and 50T applied fields.

Also plotted in figure 3a is the 30T bubble-spike height
in x with the resistive diffusion reduced by a factor of 10.
A simple scaling has the diffusion time-scale behaving as
tdiff ∼ η/λLm, where Lm is the density length-scale.
This is consistent with the 3-D simulations, with the
shortest wavelengths proportionately greatest affected by
the diffusion. For λ = 40µm the spike-bubble height in-
creases by 10µm due to diffusion, while for λ = 100µm
the impact of diffusion changes the perturbation ampli-
tude by 2µm.

So far the discussion of magnetized electron heat-flow
has been restricted to the suppression of thermal con-
duction perpendicular to field lines. Here it is also noted
that the Righi-Leduc heat-flow (the κ∧ term in equation
2) modifies perturbation growth, particularly for short
wavelengths. Figure 4 shows a 2-D y − z slice through
a simulation with perturbation wavelength of 25µm at
t=2.1ns. The applied field is 30T out of the page. The
orientation of Righi-Leduc heat-flow is depicted, which
breaks the left-right symmetry of the spike. Qualita-
tively, electrons that stream along z into the spike are
deflected left by the magnetic field50. Righi-Leduc re-
sults in greater ablation on the left side of the spike than
the right, which introduces a higher mode. For the cases

FIG. 4: 2-D slice of mass density of a single-mode
perturbation at 2.1ns with a 30T magnetic field applied

out of the page. The Righi-Leduc heat-flow vector is
shown, which acts to break the perturbation symmetry.

simulated, the 30T applied field gives the greatest effect,
with 5T resulting in too low magnetizations and 50T then
suppressing the Righi-Leduc coefficient.

Biermann Battery magnetic fields have been included
in all of the simulations results in this paper. The self-
generated fields do moderately change the perturbation
propagation. However, the process is detailed and will be
the subject of a future publication. It suffices to say here
that the impact of Biermann Battery is of secondary im-
portance to the applied magnetic field and does not sig-
nificantly change in significance depending on the applied
field strength.

III. MULTI-MODE

Multi-mode simulations use a domain with 200µm ex-
tent in both x and y. The perturbation is initialized
using 500 individual modulations, each with an ampli-
tude randomly chosen between ±ε. The wavelength is
chosen randomly in the range 4µm, 200µm and the cen-
tral location is chosen randomly in x and y. Only one
full wavelength of each cosine perturbation is applied,
leaving the rest of the domain unperturbed. Both the
initialization and evolution use periodic boundary condi-
tions, such that the behavior at the domain edge is not
affected by the boundary. 1/2µm resolution is used in x
and y; 1µm resolution is used in z. The simulations have
been executed for multiple maximum perturbation sizes,
ε = 0.2µm, 0.5µm, 1.0µm, 4.0µm, with the random num-
ber generator staying the same between runs in order to
keep the same distribution of modes.
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FIG. 5: Density contours (6× 104kg/m3) at 1.9ns for
simulations perturbed with a multitude of modes. Left:

no magnetic field applied. Right: 50T magnetic field
applied along x. These simulations use maximum initial

perturbation sizes of ε = 0.5µm.

Density contours of ρ = 6 × 1014kg/m3 are compared
in figure 5 at 1.9ns for 0T and 50T with initial perturba-
tion size ε = 0.5µm. Similar to the single-mode case, the
magnetic field suppresses perturbation growth in x, form-
ing striations with only small amplitude modulations. In
y, however, the bubble-spike amplitudes are similar to
the unmagnetized case.

To further show the developed striations, the density
is integrated along z at 1.6ns, giving areal density as a

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6: Mass density of a multi-mode simulations
integrated along z to get the areal density with an

applied field of a: 0T ; b: 50T. The initial perturbation
size is set using ε = 0.5µm. The data is plotted here at
1.6ns. The magnetic field (applied from left to right)

causes perturbation striations to grow.

function of x and y. Figure 6 compares this result with
and without the 50T applied field. When no magnetic
field is imposed (figure 6a) the perturbation growth has
no preferential orientation. For a 50T applied field (figure
6b), the striations clearly form, oriented along the applied
field direction.

This behavior can be quantified by taking the Fourier
transform of this areal density along x and y. These are
plotted normalized to the 0T case in figure 7 at 1.6ns for
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FIG. 7: Amplification of ρR variation due to magnetic
field as a function of mode number at 1.6ns for a 50T
applied field along x. Perturbations along x and y are

shown separately, with modulations in x almost
completely suppressed, while perturbations in y are

only moderately hindered by the magnetic field.

different initialized perturbation amplitudes. The sup-
pression of perturbations along the magnetic field lines
is severe, particularly for modes greater than 5. For the
largest applied perturbation size, ε = 4.0µm, the sup-
pression is much less significant, only approximately 50%
lower than the unmagnetized case.

Perpendicular to the magnetic field (y) the impact of
the magnetic field is also found to be dependent on the
initial perturbation size. For ε = 4µm the reduced ab-
lative stabilization by electron magnetization allows for
the instability to grow larger, by around 30-40% at 1.6ns;
this result is consistent with the findings in section II for
single-mode perturbations.

As the initial perturbation size is lowered, however, the
spike height in the y direction is lowered by magnetiza-
tion. For ε = 0.2µm the suppression is up to 50% by a
50T magnetic field. A strong applied field results in the
instability growing in only 2 dimensions (although not
the two dimensions simulated by 2-D simulations69,79). It
has long been known that the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
grows slower in 2-D rather than 3-D47,91,92. A factor of
around 2-3 has been observed in previous non-linear sim-
ulations comparing dimensionality47. Therefore, the sup-
pression of spike-bubble height in x can have a moderate
and indirect impact on the spike height in y. However,
for larger amplitude perturbations (as seen in figure 7),
the changes in thermal ablative stabilization dominate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the magnetized ablative-Rayleigh-Taylor
instability has been simulated in 3-D for the first time.

Previous 2-D simulations over-predicted the impact of
magnetic tension stabilization by ignoring the most un-
stable dimension68–70,79. For spike modes perpendicular

to the magnetic field (k̂·b̂ = 0) growth is, at best, reduced
from a 3-D growth rate to 2-D, which is approximately a
factor of 2 smaller. For larger perturbation amplitudes,
where the thermal ablative stabilization is more impor-
tant, the peak bubble-spike height can be increased by
magnetization.

Short wavelengths are shown to be most affected by
magnetization. The magnetic tension stabilizes along the
field direction, but reduces ablative stabilization perpen-
dicular, resulting in anisotropies in spike-bubble heights
hy/hx > 30 in the most extreme cases simulated.

Resistive diffusion has also been found to modify
the magnetic tension stabilization. This is particularly
true for short wavelengths and long time-scale evolution,
where the resistivity allows the spike to push through
the magnetic field. Righi-Leduc heat-flow has also been
shown to induce higher modes onto spikes that have elec-
tron magnetizations ωeτe ≈ 1.

These results have significant implications for magne-
tized spherical and cylindrical implosions on laser and
pulsed-power ICF facilities54,59,69,76. While magnetic
fields are still anticipated to increase fusion performance,
the impact of fields on perturbation growth are shown
here to be dependent on dominant perturbation mode
number, amplitude and applied field strength. For spher-
ical implosions dominated by axi-symmetric asymmetries
(such as low convergence indirect-drive implosions on the
National Ignition Facility) 2-D simulations including the
magnetic tension stabilization may be sufficient; P2 and
P4 low-mode asymmetries as well as the tent scar fall
into this category57. However, assessing the impact of
a magnetic field on surface roughness, beam imprint or
fill-tube asymmetries, will require 3-D calculations. In
cases where this is intractable, 2-D calculations should
be conducted both with and without the Lorentz force
included, in order to assess the extreme cases.

The impact of an applied magnetic field on the mix
induced by a fill-tube is of particular interest to the ICF
community; as the fill-tube is attached to the capsule
waist it will propagate perpendicular to an external mag-
netic field. The induced short wavelength features that
are responsible for the mix of high-Z material into the
hot-spot are expected to be highly susceptible to sta-
bilization along the magnetic field lines. Perpendicu-
lar to the field, however, the impact of the magnetic
field is less clear. This work motivates the execution
of computationally-intensive 3-D simulations of a mag-
netized fill-tube in order to shed light on the potential
gains of magnetizing ICF targets.
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